Rice technology delivery Infrastructure

**riceTDI**

**Task Forces**
- Breeding;
- Agronomy;
- Processing & Value Addition;
- Mechanization;
- Policy;
- Gender

**Rice Sector Development Hubs**

**Multi-Stakeholder Innovation Platforms (IPs)**
- Millers, Seed, Equip. SMEs, Micro-finance
- Farmers, Women Processors, Youths, etc.
- NARIs, Extn., NGOs, Policy

**Training:** competence & skills enhancement, IP facilitation, entrepreneurship

**RiceAdvice**

**ASi Thresher**

**GEM Parboiler**

**Improved Varieties**

**Strategic Level**

- RICE CRP
- AfricaRice
- Member States / Countries

**Development Partners**

- AfricaRice
- Member States / Countries

- NARIs, Extn., NGOs, Policy
- Millers, Seed, Equip. SMEs, Micro-finance
- Farmers, Women Processors, Youths, etc.

- Farmers, Women Processors, Youths, etc.
- NARIs, Extn., NGOs, Policy

- Millers, Seed, Equip. SMEs, Micro-finance
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